
ECO106 — Principles of Economics: Microeconomics
Section 73822
LEC - Monday, 10:05AM - 12:05PM in XXXXX
LAB 1 - Friday, 9:00AM - 9:55AM in XXXXX
LAB 2 - Friday, 10:05AM - 11:00AM in XXXXX
LAB 3 - Friday, 11:10AM - 12:05PM in XXXXX
LAB 4 - Friday, 1:20PM - 2:15PM in XXXXX

Fall 2018

PACE UNIVERSITY (NYC)

DEPARTMENT of ECONOMICS

”If it were not for the hope that a scientific study of men’s social actions may lead, not necessarily directly or immediately,
but at some time and in some way, to practical results in social improvement, not a few students of these actions would regard
the time devoted to their study as time misspent. That is true of all social sciences, but especially true of economics. For
economics is a study of mankind in the ordinary business of life; and it is not in the ordinary business of life that mankind
is most interesting or inspiring.” – Arthur C. Pigou

Prof: Dr. Todd Richard Yarbrough (tyarbrough@pace.edu), Office: 41 Park Row #1112
Yarbrough Office Hrs: M, 2-5PM; T, 3-5PM; or by appointment

Lab Prof: Professor Kelly Wen (kwen@pace.edu)
Wen Office Hrs: XXXXXXX

1 Course Description

Microeconomics may be described as the study
of individual human, firm, industry, and/or
subnational government decision making. In
essence, we will consider the behavior of mi-
croeconomic agents as they interact with firms,
markets, and the government. The overarch-
ing theme of the course will be to analyze how
various economic agents respond to incentives,
in theory and practice.

2 Course Objectives

1. Exploring a modern survey of microeconomic
theory.

2. Using algebra to understand and contextualize
economic problems.

3. Understanding the predictions made by simple
economic models.
4. Critiquing economic theory with empirical find-
ings related to microeconomics

3 Required Materials

Books ($16):

Principles of Microeconomics by OpenStax (Open-source).

Economism by J. Kwak, Pantheon (2017).

Movies ($0, Pace Digital Campus):

Moneyball (2011); The Big Short (2015); Erin Brockovich (2000).

TopHat ($26):

Students will also need to purchase a TopHat account ($26).
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4 Grading

Assignments - 5 assignments worth collectively 20% of your final grade.
Assignments will be quantitative economic problem solving. You will
complete assignments in Blackboard.

Quizzes - 6 quizzes worth collectively 20% of your final grade. Quizzes
will be multiple choice and largely definitional. You will complete
quizzes in Blackboard.

Exams - 3 exams worth collectively 60% of your final grade. 30-question
multiple choice featuring quantitative and definitional questions. Taken
during lecture.

Absences - For every lecture absence 1 point is deducted from your final
grade.

FINAL GRADE = (0.20×Assignments) + (0.20×Quizzes) + (0.60×Exams)− Absences

A : 100 − 89.5
B+ : 89.4− 86.5;B : 86.4− 82.5;B− : 82.4− 79.5
C+ : 79.4− 76.5;C : 76.4− 72.5;C− : 72.4− 69.5
D+ : 69.4−66.5;D : 66.4−62.5;D− : 62.4−59.5
F : 59.5 − 0.0

”Nobody ever figures out what life is all
about, and it doesn’t matter. Explore
the world. Nearly everything is really

interesting if you go into it deeply
enough.” - Richard Feynman

5 Student Outcomes

A student: This student is fluent in principles level microeconomics, meaning they can explain the core concepts and use
those concepts to describe market dynamics. This student understands the role prices play in markets, what price changes do
to both consumer and producer under various market and regulatory conditions, and what role government has in reducing
market inefficiencies.
B student: This student appears to generally understand the important points of microeconomic theory, perhaps lacking
only an understanding of some nuances. This student should be able to discuss economic issues, but may jump to conclusions
by misinterpreting some concepts and theories.
C student: It is unclear if a C student would be able to discuss economics outside of the classroom. Clearly the student
lacks some general understanding, but teeming below the surface is a real insight into economic issues. C students have
learned some material, but seem unable to contemplate nuance beyond first order thinking.
D student: I have little faith D students have learned much of anything. This student doesn’t show much more than the
most basic understanding of microeconomics. This student would not be able to carry on much of any discussion should
economics come up in conversation.
F student: F students are usually D students who missed the drop deadline.
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6 T-COIN

T-COIN is the currency of the future!

Here’s how to earn this disruptive cryptocurrency, and what to spend it on!

Achievements Value How to Unlock
Dee-ecent T25 80%+ on Assignment or Quiz
Most Excellent T25 100% on Assignment or Quiz
Do I Know You? T100 Attend 3 consecutive Lectures
Any Questions? T100 Contribute significantly to Lecture
Comeback Kid T100 Improve exam score by 10%
Informed Voter T50 Go to an exam Review Session

THE MENU Price
exam question T50
absence T100
assignment T200
quiz T200

In addition to the above achievements, you can also earn T-COIN during in-class experiments/games, by
answering questions during lecture, coming to Dr. T’s office hours, and other opportunities!

Example: Student Cristina ends the semester with scores of 90, 87, and 81 on assignment, quiz, and exam
averages respectively. Cristina also missed 4 Lecturees. This means that her final grade is .20 × 90 + .2 ×
87 + .6 × 81 = 84 − 4 = 80 which is a B-. She also happens to have 800 TCOIN. She decides to buy 4
absences and 8 exam questions. Her exam average rises to a 91, and her absences are eliminated. Her final
numerical grade would then be a 90.1, which is an A.

TCOIN Regulations:

1. Students will be given 3 opportunities to spend TCOIN during the lecture after each exam. Dr. T
will announce that the TCOIN market is open and students should email ECO106 TCOIN@GMAIL.COM
with their order.

2. Students may not trade or sell TCOIN.

3. There may be price discounts. If, for example, the class average on an exam were especially low, Dr. T
may put exam questions on sale.
4. Any unspent TCOIN left after the final window closes will be liquidated and applied to your final grade
at T1 = 0.005 grade pts. So, if you have 800 TCOIN and do not spend it for some reason, your final grade
will rise by 4 pts.
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7 Student Support

For students with a disability: The Universitys commitment to equal educational opportunities for
students with disabilities includes providing reasonable accommodations for the needs of students with
disabilities. To request a reasonable accommodation for a qualified disability a student with a disability
must self-identify and register with the Office of Disability Services for his or her campus. No one, including
faculty, is authorized to evaluate the need for or grant a request for an accommodation except the Office
of Disability Services. Moreover, no one, including faculty, is authorized to contact the Office of Disability
Services on behalf of a student. You can reach the Office of Disability Services for the NYC campus at
(212) 346-1526 or drop by 156 William St., 8th fl. NYC Staff include Kate Torres, Associate Director,
ktorres@pace.edu; Ashley Sanguinetti, Accommodations Coordinator, asanguinetti@pace.edu; and Kate
Sullivan, Accommodations Coordinator, csullivan2@pace.edu.For further information, please see Resources
for Students with Disabilities at the Office of Disability Services.

Academic Honesty: The Academic Integrity Code supports Pace University’s commitment to academic
honesty and creates a culture at the University that emphasizes high standards of academic integrity,
ethical behavior, and responsible conduct. The purpose of the Code is to educate students about what
constitutes academic misconduct, to deter cheating and plagiarism, and to create a fair process and a
set of procedures to handle cases of academic misconduct including documentation and application of
sanctions. Academic integrity is defined as honesty and ethical conduct in learning and the educational
process. The educational environment is enhanced when students believe that their academic competence
is being judged fairly and that they will not be at a disadvantage because of the dishonesty of another. All
members of the University community are expected to uphold the highest standards of academic integrity.
Academic Dishonesty : Written or other work that a student submits must be the product of her/his
own efforts. Plagiarism, cheating and other forms of academic dishonesty, including dishonesty involving
computer technology, are prohibited. Further information on Academic Dishonesty can be found in the
Pace University Academic Code of Integrity.
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8 Fall 2018 Lectures and Dates

LECTURES TOPICS MATERIAL and WORK

(9/10) A Day in the Life

DO NOT MEET IN CLASS

Introduction
Economic Analysis
Stylized Facts

Watch Intro and Lecture 1 Videos
QUIZ 1 by 9/16

(9/17) Down the Rabbit Hole Modeling Human Decisions
Biases
Behavioral Economics

Openstax 1 & 2
Watch Moneyball
QUIZ 2 by 9/23

(9/24) Satisfaction Guaranteed Budget Constraints
Utility
Demand

IN-CLASS EXPERIMENT 1
Lecture Notes 1 & 2
Openstax 6 & 3.1
ASSIGNMENT 1 by 9/30

(10/1) Turning the Crank Costs
Profits
Supply

Lecture Note 3
Openstax 7.1
QUIZ 3 by 10/7

(10/8) The Visible Hand Equilibrium
Elasticities
Prices

IN-CLASS EXPERIMENT 2
Openstax 7.2-7.5 & 5
ASSIGNMENT 2 by 10/14

(10/15) Welcome to the Machine

EXAM 1 IN LAB 10/19

Labor Markets
Capital Markets

Lecture Note 4
Openstax 4
Economism, 1 & 2

(10/22) I’m From the Government Taxes and Subsidies
Price Controls

Lecture Note 5
Openstax 4
Economism, 3 and 4
QUIZ 4 by 10/28

(10/29) Don’t Tread on Me Externalities Lecture Note 5
Openstax 12
Watch Erin Brockovich
ASSIGNMENT 3 by 11/4

(11/5) We Are Living In a Society! Public Goods IN-CLASS EXPERIMENT 3
Lecture Note 6
Openstax 13
QUIZ 5 by 11/11

(11/12) What Exactly Do You Know?

EXAM 2 in LAB 11/16

Information Asymmetries
Adverse Selection
Moral Hazard

Lecture Note 7
Openstax 16

(11/19) Stiff Competition
NO LAB 11/23

Perfect Competition
Firm Entry/Exit
Long-run

Lecture Note 8
Openstax 8
Watch The Big Short

(11/26) King of the Mountain Market Power
Monopoly
Price Discrimination
Anti-trust Regulation

Lecture Note 9
Openstax 9 & 11
Economism 5 & 6
ASSIGNMENT 4 by 12/2

(12/3) No Such Thing as Perfect Monopolistic Competition
Oligopoly

Lecture Note 10
Openstax 10
Econmism Chps. 6 & 7
QUIZ 6 by 12/9

(12/10) Time for Some Game Theory! Game Theory
Nash Equilibrium
Sequential Games

IN-CLASS EXPERIMENT #3
Lecture Note 11
ASSINGMENT 5 by 12/16

(12/17) The Long and Winding Road

EXAM 3 in Lab 12/21

More Games IN-CLASS EXPERIMENT #4
Economism 8 & 9

*All readings/viewings are required. Additional readings/viewings may be assigned.
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